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ABSTRACT

Sentiment Analysis is consider as a big task to analyse people’s opinion, appraisal, and attitudes in the worldly communications. Many of the people can express their emotions with the text, symbols, and variety of ambiguous data through social media networks. Mainly, Twitter permits a 140-character limit to post one’s comments. Therefore, users are posting their comments like ambiguous data. In that case, pre-processing techniques are very helpful to remove the unwanted data from the data set and solve the various research problems in sentiment analysis for supporting the same. This paper mainly deals with the importance of pre-processing concepts and techniques. Especially, pre-processing techniques are given an idea that cautious to select the suitable feature to analyse the sentiments, which gives better result to classify the sentiment words.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this decade, the fast growth of information are huge through internet. Nowadays, the internet users can share their opinions through Social Media Networks (SMNs) with different topics. The bearing of SMNs like Twitter, Facebook, WhatsApp etc., have increased data for daily usage. Especially, 500 million tweets per day and around 200 billion tweets per year tweets tweeted on Twitter, 2.5 billion pieces of content and 500+ terabytes of data each day, which contains unstructured data. The unstructured data contains Text, URLs, user name, numbers, symbols, special characters and so on. Therefore, the unwanted data to be cleaned from the data set. Especially, pre-processing is a vital task in text mining and it reduces complexity of the data. Various steps are covered in pre-processing such as: data cleaning, data reduction, data transformation, data integration and data discretization. Some of these techniques assisted to pre-process the data based on the research issues, then it produces the pre-processed data. This paper structure as follows. In section 2 is presented as literature review and the pre-processing tasks are presented in section 3. In section 4 is represented as the major pre-processing techniques and the conclusion is represented in section 5.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Vijayarani et. al [1] have given a quite information about the text mining pre-processing techniques. Mainly, the technique has helped to extract the data from the large dataset and it uses to remove the stop words and handling the stemming. Muskan et. al [2] have proposed pre-processing methods for bindings of slang words as well as coexisting words. It sees the effort of pre-processing on the Twitter data for sentiment classification and relies the sentiment translation of the slang words. Akrivi et. al [3] have selected the appropriate feature for pre-processing techniques without affect the quality of classification in sentiment analysis. Regarding the feature selection policy focused on the choice to select the algorithm to measure the features like attribute. Akila et. al [4] have proposed well-organized method for pre-processing of tweets, which is important pace in classification. It performs in three different task by the pre-processing technic such as: remove the URLs, remove the stop word and finally tokenize the sentences then the pre-processed data have been given an input to the machine learning algorithm for splitting the tweets.
III. PRE-PROCESSING TASKS

“Pre-processing is a data mining technique that involves transforming raw data into an understandable format. Real-world data is often incomplete, inconsistent, and/or lacking in certain behaviours or trends, and is likely to contain many errors. Data pre-processing is a proven method for resolving such issues and prepares raw data for further processing [5].” The data pre-processing task is shown in figure 1.

Figure. 1. Data Pre-Processing Tasks

A. Data Cleaning

Data cleaning is the process of removing the erroneous word from the data set. It fills in missing values, and removes the noisy data. In the case of noisy data occurrence in the data set, scattered errors. For example, “string is a numeric value”, actually string is sequence of characters but not related to numeric value. So, the text “numeric value” is considered as noisy data in the data set [6, 7].

a. Stop Word Removal

Stop words commonly occur in the languages like English, Hindi, and Sanskrit etc. In Natural Language Processing (NLP), stop words often take place that are not considered as important in the data / data set. Practically, pre-processing techniques and applications are important to remove the stop words in text mining [8]. With different categories, the stop words can be split into determiners, coordinating conjunctions and prepositions [9].

i. Determiners

Determiner incline to mark nouns (Examples: the, a, an, another).

ii. Coordinating Conjunction

Coordinating conjunctions connect words, phrases, and clauses (examples: for, an, nor, but, or, yet, so).

iii. Prepositions

Prepositions express temporal or spatial relations (Examples: in, under, towards, before).

B. Data Transformation

Data transformation is one of the tasks involved in pre-processing which applies for data analysis purpose. Data transformation represents some operations such as normalization, aggregation, generalization and attribute construction which are additional pre-processing procedures that would contribute towards the success of the mining process.

a. Normalization

Normalization is a measurement of the data mining, which has to be analyzed with a specific range like [0.0, 1.0] for providing better results in data analysis. Scaling by using mean and standard deviation (useful when min and max are unknown or when there are outliers): $V'=(V-\text{Mean}) / \text{StDev}$

Where,

\begin{align*}
V &= \text{vector} \\
\text{Mean} &= \text{Means} \\
\text{StDev} &= \text{Standard Deviation}
\end{align*}

b. Aggregation

Aggregation would be useful for data analysis to obtain aggregate information that gathered and expressed in summary form, and it obtains information about the specific variable or group. Moving up in the concept hierarchy on numeric attributes.

c. Generalization

Generalization is the process of creating successive layers of summary data in the evolution database. Moving up in the concept hierarchy on nominal attributes.

d. Attribute Construction
Replacing or adding new attributes are inferred by existing attributes.

C. Data Reduction
- Data reduction is a process for transformation of the numerical or alphanumeric information, which derives empirically into a corrected and simplified form.
- Reduce the amounts of data.
- Reducing the number of attributes.
- Removing irrelevant attributes

D. Data Discretization
Data discretization techniques can be used to reduce the number of values for a given continuous attributes by dividing the range of the attributes into intervals. Interval labels can be used to replace the actual data values. Replacing numerous values of a continuous attribute by a small number of interval labels reduces and simplifies the original data [10].

IV. PRE-PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

Pre-processing is a necessary data preparation step for sentiment classification. The pre-processing filter allows the following configurations:

A. TF-IDF weighting scheme
It is a standard approach for the feature vector construction. TF-IDF stands for the “Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency”, which is numerical statistic that reflects how important a word to a document in a corpus.

B. Stemming
The stem word plays a vital role in sentiment analysis because the users can express their opinion in an improper way. The comments have been written in a noisy form like “happyyyyyyyy”, here more than one repeated character does not focus on any kind of information as well as a word in structured format. So, the word “happyyyy” is converted into “happy” and the repeated characters have been removed. Hence, these words are handled in a proper manner.

The pre-processing algorithm has removed unwanted data from the data set using unigram feature by sentence level. The unigram feature checks for a word sequentially, then, it gives the original data. The original data have been taken to measure the polarity of different classes [11].

C. Tokenization
This setting splits the documents into words/terms, constructing a word vector, known as bag-of-words. The N-Gram Tokenizer is used to tokenize the words then compare word with unigram, bigram and 1-to-3-gram.

D. Feature selection
Feature Selection (FS) is called as variable selection or attribute selection. FS is the method for selecting and constructing the features of particular field in the data set. Concurrently, the FS is consists of many features like unigram, bigram, trigram N-gram etc., these features are supportive to sentiment analysis for selecting a feature of a particular sentiment.

V. CONCLUSION

Pre-processing is one of the major tasks in data analysis, which is an important and critical stepping process in sentiment analysis. Mainly, the pre-processing concepts like tasks are given many idea for preparing the data. Data pre-processing is a process to reduce the complexity of the data as well as it removes the unwanted data from the data set. Especially, data cleaning, data reduction and pre-processing techniques are very helpful to clean the data and select the particular feature and what actually very suitable techniques for the particular issue as given a better suggestion for the sentiment analysis.
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